In a recent paper Wallis 98 suggests a feed forward model and scenario to account for Context Correlations between internal representations of neighboring stimuli, when a xed sequence of sample stimuli is used during training. The approach is presented to substitute, improve and simplify an extensively developed scenario (theoretical and experimental, Amit et al), based on Hebbian learning of attractors (internal representations) in networks with intensive feedback. Here I argue that the entire argument of Wallis is based on a multiple misunderstanding of: 1. The actual experimental problematique; 2. The workings of the attractor solution; 3. The di erence between a biologically plausible and implausible account.
It appears necessary to recapitulate the essential experimental facts related to the observation of Context Correlations, as well as the type of problematique they present. First, because these experiments are of very particular signi cance in \cognitive neuro-physiology", as I have tried to argue several times, see e.g. (Amit 1992 , 1995 . Second, the Wallis paper indicates that the basic nature of these ndings has not been assimilated. Had there been a single person to misread the implications of these experiments, the space taken by this note could have been better used. But the fact that this paper has resisted the refereeing process, calls alas for yet another recapitulation.
Experimental context
Context Correlations have been rst observed by Miyashita 1988 in delay-matchto-sample (DMS) experiments. As pointed out correctly by Wallis, the work on the correlations must be seen against the background of the appearance of stimulus selective delay activity distributions (DADs) in generic situations. In an experiment of this type an awake, attentive monkey is presented brie y a rst (sample) stimulus; the stimulus is removed and is followed by a period with no stimulus present (delay); following the delay a second (test) stimulus is brie y presented. The animal is trained to indicate if the second stimulus is the same as the rst and in a di erent whether the test image is the same as the sample or is di erent. To prevent bias the test stimuli are selected 50% same and 50% di erent. The set of sample stimuli can be large, about 100 in Miyashita and Chang 1988. When the animal reaches a high levels of correct performance, recording starts. In the recording phase the same protocol is followed and spikes are recorded, typically from single cells. It is found in a wide range of experiments (Fuster 1973 , Niki 1974 , Goldman-Rakic 1987, Chelazzi et al 1993) that in di erent areas of associative cortex and pre-motor cortex there are delay activity distributions (DADs), selective to the sample stimulus. In other words, for each sample stimulus some of the cells have average (over the delay period) spike rates signi cantly higher than spontaneous activity, and the distribution of average spike rates among the recorded cells, depends on the sample stimulus. Delay periods as long as 32(!) seconds have been observed (Nakamura and Kubota 1995) .
These DADs have been suggested as internal representations of the stimulus, in the simple intuitive sense that following the delay interval a DAD is all the information about the sample stimulus that the animal's brain has for carrying out the comparison with the test stimulus. See e.g. Amit 1995 for details. The relation of DADs to learning has been investigated mostly for the activity in infero-temporal cortex related to visual stimuli. The DADs appear to be intimately connected to learning in several senses: First, the stimuli are synthetic and are generated by an algorithm containing stochastic elements. It is therefore unlikely that the DADs be prewired; Second, no elevated, selective DADs have been observed for sample stimuli that have not participated in the long training (Miyashita and Chang 1988) . The estimated lower bound for the number of presentations necessary for the formation of a delay activity distribution is several hundred (Miyashita 1993) .
If training is carried out with sample stimuli maintained in a xed (cyclic) order, context Correlations are observed (Miyashita 1988 , Yakovlev et al 1998 in the testing phase. During testing the sample stimuli are selected at random from the training set. Since training is long (slow), the entire sequence is shown to the animal hundreds of times. The correlations observed are among pairs of DADs, in other words, among neural spike rate distributions which persist following, and in the absence of, the sample stimulus. The correlations are expressed in either of two equivalent ways:
1. The average delay spike rate of a given cell vs the serial position number (SPN) of the sample stimuli.
2. The correlation coe cients of pairs of the average delay rate vectors vs the separation of the two stimuli. The random variables are the vectors of delay rates for a population of recorded cells. Each correlation coe cient is an average over all pairs at the same separation in the training sequence.
In the rst representation, one observes \towers", i.e. clustering of high delay rates around one or more sample stimuli. Fig. 1 left. Each tower represents the fact that a cell that carries delay activity for a given sample stimulus will tend to carry delay activity also for the sample stimuli which are near to the rst one in the training sequence. In the second representation one observes rather high value of the correlation coe cient at short separation in the SPN and a decay of the coe cient as the separation increases, Fig. 1 , right.
The problematique
The initial main problem in this context is the large temporal separation of the sample stimuli. Apriori, one has a situation in which consecutive stimuli in the sequence, during training, may be separated by as much as 15-25 seconds. This estimate represents the entire sample-to-sample interval, including inter alia the response of the monkey, the reward, as well as the relaxation of attention following the response. This time may be considered shorter when it is realized that in 50% of the training trials the test stimulus is the same as the sample, and one may have to take into account only the inter-trial interval { from the test stimulus to the presentation of the successive sample (in the xed sequence of training). This shorter interval is at least 6-7 seconds long. Already at this point one may raise an eyebrow at the a rmation of Wallis ( rst bullet p. 269): \The persistent ring of neurons for as long as 100-400 ms observed after presentation of stimuli ... (Rolls and Tovee 1994) could provide a time window within which to associate subsequent images." As was suggested by Brunel 1996 and by Yakovlev et al 1998, such an interval of overlap may su ce for learning. But how does one cover the many seconds between stimuli to reach the overlap? A second problem, actually solved rst (Griniasti et al 1992), is a mechanism expressing in the synaptic structure the contiguity of pairs of stimuli capable of generating the correlations to distances of 5{6 in SPN as those observed?
When a positive solution is found for the second problem, the rst problem becomes more acute. Namely, how does the information representing one sample stimulus propagate in time, in the absence of that stimulus, to reach and overlap the presentation of the subsequent stimulus several seconds later.
Uni ed framework for a solution
Hebbian learning is an adequate, non-supervised mechanism leading to the formation of attractors in networks with intensive recurrent connectivity (Amit 1995) . Attractors in such networks would have exactly the form of the persistent DADs observed so ubiquitously. Attractors, generated by Hebbian learning are the only viable mechanism put forward todate to account for DADs. In Amit 1995 it was also emphasized that the most plausible interpretation of the role of attractors is just that of allowing the propagation of structured information in time. The analogy was suggested with the Hodgkin-Huxley spike, the agent propagating information over distance. That this scenario is plausible in cortical conditions has been the subject of a long series of studies (see references in Amit 1995 and Amit 1998). These studies have shown that the proposal can be made quasi quantitative. Moreover, basic experimental implications of this scenario have been tested experimentally and provided encouraging corroboration, see e.g. ref. , Yakovlev et al 1998 .
But what is even more signi cant is that that single mechanism { Hebbian synaptic dynamics, potentiating synapses which connect pairs of neurons simultaneously at high rate and depressing those connecting a neuron at high rate to one at low rate { may be su cient to account for the entire story including the formation of context correlations:
When a set of stimuli is presented to the network, a selective subset of the neurons responds with elevated rates (visual response). A slow Hebbian process begins to modify synapses between pairs of neurons responsive to each stimulus and to depress synapses between responsive and non-responsive neurons. Such a process would lead, asymptotically, to a synaptic matrix that can sustain a DAD corresponding to each of the stimuli. See e.g. Brunel et al 1998 for details. Before the attractors are formed there is no vehicle for transporting information between successive stimuli in the sequence, and no Context Correlations can be formed. After the formation of DADs, the network is capable of sustaining information in the absence of the eliciting stimuli, and if the DAD is able to traverse the inter-trial-interval, an overlap may appear between neurons in the delay activity of one stimulus in the sequence and those responding to the presentation of the sample stimulus in the consecutive trial. If this be the case, than learning in synapses connecting neurons responsive separately to the two stimuli may take place. See e.g. Yakovlev et al 1997. This is the scenario proposed to underlie the formation of the appropriate synaptic matrix, whose dynamics leads to modi ed attractors (DADs) that express the context correlations. It is particularly attractive because it makes do with a single principle { unsupervised Hebbian learning. This is, of course, no guarantee that it is correct. But it opens up interesting questions on the theoretical as well as on the experimental side.
Theoretical questions: It is observed in recordings that the spike rates during in the presence of a stimulus are 3{5 times higher than the elevated rates in the DAD. This poses the question as to whether a Hebbian learning mechanism that learns slowly in presence of the stimuli (high rates) can learn in the weaker conditions of an overlap between a stimulus driven rate (high) and a (lower) delay activity rate. Moreover, if the answer is positive, would the learned matrix be stable when the system is in one of its delay activity states for long periods?
Such questions, concerning the double dynamics of neurons and synapses, are very di cult, especially in recurrent networks. But alas, as was already mentioned above, experimental observation of DADs leaves no choice but to accept recurrent networks as a fact of life, despite their lighthearted rejection by Wallis. I come back to this issue below. The point here is that to answer the above theoretical questions one moves in steps. An important step has been taken by Brunel 1996 , who showed that if the neural rates do not react instantly to synaptic changes, but instead neural activities mimic a situation in which they have high rates during brief sample stimulus presentations and elevated, but lower rates, between consecutive stimuli in the sequence, there is a stochastic synaptic dynamics that would slowly generate delay activity distributions with context correlations from uncorrelated stimuli. The procedure, though not the full answer to the double dynamics, makes also de nite predictions about the neural correlates of training with di erent temporal structures to the sequence of training stimuli.
This may be the right point to comment on the fact that the synaptic dynamics proposed conforms with uni ed Hebbian learning. What might have induced Wallis to write \but in a later simulation of the model Brunel (1996) , temporal lobe neurons were interconnected via a mixture of Hebbian and anti-Hebbian synapses," is the fact that in this simulation synapses are not exclusively potentiated, but are sometimes depressed, as was already mentioned above. But, these synapses are between pairs of neurons of anti-correlated activity, namely one neuron with high and one with low rate. Such synaptic dynamic is Hebbian in the fundamental sense that it reinforces the reverberation of patterns of activity which generate the synaptic changes. Moreover, synaptic dynamics that is exclusively potentiating is bound to saturate and erase its memory. And, to conclude this subject, a reminder: anti-Hebbian learning is when two highly active neurons depress synapses (see e.g. Foldi ak 1990, Stone 1995), namely it is in amplitude the same as Hebbian learning but with opposite sign. 2 Wallis alternative Attractors or shadows of attractors? \One interpretation of Miyashita and Chang's (1988) results is that they reveal the working of an attractor neural network" (Wallis p. 266, last par). What is the other interpretation? It seems to be that the stimulus selective delay activity \is not due to recurrent connections in IT], but rather between IT] and the temporal lobe and prefrontal cortex." This is a nice rst step in an in nite regress. Suppose in fact that it is not the collateral connections in IT that maintain the selective delay activity. It is also not the ("normal viewing") post-stimulus after e ect of 100-400 ms of Rolls and Tovee (1994) , since the latter would not cover the 16 or 32 seconds of delay activity observed. So the task is relegated to another area of cortex. It may well be the case that the delay activity observed in IT is but the read-out of a delay activity in another area of cortex. But what maintains the stimulus selective DAD in the other area? Or are we supposed to imagine that unstructured activity in the prefrontal cortex will elicit structured activity in IT?
In other words, what the proposal achieves is to displace the learned attractors from IT to prefrontal cortex. But then the entire show takes place in that part of cortex, including the learning process and the associated generation of Context Correlations.
By the way, \the fact that there is much less recurrent feedback in IT under normal viewing conditions" (Wallis p. 268, par 1) is interesting and deserving of explanation. But does in no way invalidate the possibility of learning in the recurrent connections of IT. In the experiments invoked by Wallis to make this point (Rolls and Tovee 1994) do not confront recordings under "normal viewing conditions" with recordings in DMS conditions in which cells have hefty, prolonged selective DADs. It has not been shown that the cells that have brief (200{400 ms) post-stimulus elevated rates under "normal viewing conditions", show long-term persistent activity under DMS condition for the same images. One possibility is that the potentiation of the recurrent synapses in IT in the Rolls-Tovee experiments is not strong enough to lead to stable persistent DADs. The short, persistent post-stimulus activity observed may be the consequence of synaptic modi cation caused by the stimulus, but not su cient to produce LTP. Such synaptic modi cation may decay on the time scale of a few hundred ms. Only the repeated strong stimulation will convert the synaptic changes into long term stable memory. For a possible quantitative scenario see e.g. (Amit and Fusi 1994, Del Giudice et al 1998). In fact, it has been observed (Amit et al 1997) that even in a bona de DMS trial with delay activity, the rates in the rst second following the stimulus are strongly correlated with the rates of the stimulus itself, while in the rest of the delay interval the correlations are very weak.
There may be other explanations, but for our purpose here the above su ces to disqualify the experimental evidence used by Wallis to exclude recurrent network dynamics for IT.
Intervening stimuli
Another pillar in Walis' case against recurrent networks (p. 276, par. 4) is the issue of intervening stimuli on DADs. The experiments of Miller and Desimone 1994 show very clearly that when visual stimuli intervene between the sample and the relevant test stimulus in a trial, the delay activity related to the sample is destroyed, yet the animal continues to perform well. It appears also that cells in pre-frontal cortex manage to maintain the activity of the sample stimulus across all the intervening stimuli. These experiments point to a fascinating dynamical inter-relation between IT and prefrontal cortices. But, they say nothing, either about recurrent attractor dynamics or about how Context Correlations are learned.
In fact the phenomenon of intervening stimuli, for which we do not yet have a full account, puts the shoe squarely on the other foot. It indicates that IT has its own autonomous attractor structure. The point is that a recurrent network which is in a selective delay activity state, upon receiving a stimulus di erent from the one which elicited the active attractor, would switch the a new attractor, if it is one of the pre-learned ones. Or it may slide into a spontaneous activity state. All this is consistent with what is observed by Miller and Desimone. How pre-frontal cortex manages to screen out the invasion is still somewhat of a puzzle. But, if the activity in IT were a slave of that of prefrontal cortex, it should have also maintained the sample's delay activity as does the latter.
Relation of stimulus activity and delay activity
Another experimental confutation of the attractor picture appears in the discussion of the feed-forward alternative proposed. After the removal of the stimulus \the activity in the layer-2 neurons was] maintained". By the programmer homunculus, to replace the attractor, I suppose. \The reason for maintaining activity in the neurons during the delay period was to replicate the maintained activity described in the temporal lobe" (p. 273, par. 2 ). Moreover, \that activity was maintained at its initial level ... and not adopted or processed ... as would be the case in recurrent attractor network architecture ..." What a wonderful argument. How wonderfully ying in the face of experimental evidence.
In Fig. 2 one sees beautiful examples of the di erence between the activity levels produced by the stimulus in IT and the levels maintained during the delay. So much so, that in some cases there is no activity (or suppressed activity) during the stimulus and hefty delay activity following it, as well as the opposite case. All of which would be considered rather convincing evidence for attractor dynamics. See also Amit et al 1997. One may consider this same evidence to be less convincing, but to ignore it and model the opposite case, is an excess. (reproduced in Amit 1992 and again in Amit 1995 to make the exact opposite point) 
Processing speed
Another line of attack on recurrent processing reproduced by Wallis refers to experiments on speed of processing (Thorpe 1996, Rolls and Tovee 1994). These experiments are undoubtedly quite interesting, but the implication that they preclude recurrent processing is unwarranted. A sequence of networks, each with intensive, structured recurrent connectivity can be demonstrated to be capable of producing very fast spiking response downstream. Moreover, despite the fact that there is no time for collateral processing in each of the layers, the spikes down stream would be correlated with the recurrent structure. It is due to the fact that the potentiated synapses maintain cells that are connected by them at higher mean depolarization, as is witnessed by their higher levels of spontaneous activity (Amit and Brunel 1997) . One may choose not to accept this as evidence to support recurrent dynamics, but this data cannot be used to argue against it. On the other hand, the evidence in (Sakai and Miyashita 1991, Amit et al 1997) in favor of recurrent processing, if not conclusive, is direct.
There is a vague comment to the e ect that \recording evidence also falis to reveal any gradual adaptation in neural activity such as one would expect in a recurrent network ..." with reference to Thorpe and Imbert 1989. In that reference no neurophysiological data is presented. I have assumed that the reference should have been to Rolls and Tovee 1994, which is always mentioned in association. This article, which includes very interesting neuro-physiological data on the time course of spike rates in face-sensitive cells, appears to me to support the opposite case. Namely, at the beginning the rate rises much for some 40{50 ms (Fig. 3a) , then decreases and persists for another 100{200 ms at an elevated but signi cantly lower rate. This does appear as`adaptation' due to collateral connections and may be of short duration because the synaptic potentiation has not become stable. I would consider this as evidence in favor of collateral processing. 3 
Conclusion
Toy models that account for a speci c computational brain phenomenon are always welcome, especially where the complexity of the phenomenon keeps a realistic approach at bay. This is not the situation with context correlations, which can be naturally embedded in a well understood framework, almost entirely within neurophysiological empirical reach and plausibility. All that does not make the scenario and its accompanying models right. Experiment may refute the model on a small or on a grand scale, but only experiment. To argue that the model should be challanged in the name of simplicity is an abuse. Attractor dynamics is simple. The introduction of a boxful of synthetic tools, with no connection to neural mechanism, may look simple on the surface, but the mere construction of one homunculus is more complicated than the entire attractor program. It does not even require much e ort to learn it, just the will.
